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At the national level, new buyer enquiries 
recorded a net balance of -45% in July, 
little changed from the previous month’s 
reading of -46%. 

DEMAND DOWN BUT ACTIVITY 
REMAINS ROBUST
The residential sales market experienced further 
negative indicators in July, according to the latest 
UK Residential Survey by the Royal Institution 
of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), with new buyer 
enquiries and agreed sales volumes continuing 
their decline.

At the national level, new buyer enquiries recorded a net balance 
of -45% in July, little changed from the previous month’s reading 
of -46%. This was described in the report as ‘symptomatic of a 
market losing further ground in the face of higher mortgage rates.’

The headline new instructions net balance dropped to -13% in 
July (compared to -3% in June). Agreed sales slipped to a net 
balance of -44% in July, down from -36% in June. This new figure 
is the weakest for the agreed sales measure since the early stages 
of the pandemic.

Separate data released by HMRC, however, paints a slightly 
different picture, with the number of completions rising in June to 
94,690. At 86% of their 2017-19 average, this figure is up from 
77% in May.

Simon Rubinsohn, RICS Chief Economist, commented, “The recent 
uptick in mortgage activity looks likely to be reversed over the 
coming months if the feedback to the latest RICS Residential Survey 
is anything to go by.”

COMMERCIAL HOTSPOTS FOR CONVERSION
Almost 28,000 sites across England have the 
potential to be converted into residential properties, 
according to new data released from Searchland, 
with the combined market value estimated to be 
over £1.5bn.

London has roughly a third of England’s sites and an estimated 
market value in the region of £928m. In a speech in July, 
Housing Secretary Michael Gove referenced some of the 
commercial hotspots that are easier to convert into residential 
accommodation, including shops and restaurants.

Mitchell Fasanya of Searchland commented, “Disused 
commercial sites are a cornerstone of the government’s 
approach to solving the UK’s housing problems […] developers 
already have the opportunity to turn thousands of commercial 
properties into residential developments and these sites currently 
hold significant value in the current market.”

NEW-BUILD PRICE PREMIUM SOARS
The price of an average new-build property is now 
52% higher than for existing homes, according to 
research by Sourced Franchise.

In the last year, price premiums for new-build property have 
increased by 20% to reach this average uplift of 52%.

The North East (83%) is home to the strongest new-build 
price premiums, with Scotland (72%), the East Midlands (66%), 
the North West (65%), West Midlands (63%) and Wales (62%) 
next in line. At the other end of the scale, London is home to the 
smallest new-build house price premium – just 17%.
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“The continued affordability squeeze will mean constrained 
market activity persists and we expect house prices to 
continue to fall into next year. Based on our current economic 
assumptions, we anticipate that being a gradual rather than 
a precipitous decline. And one that is unlikely to fully reverse 
the house price growth recorded over recent years, with 
average property prices still some £45,000 (+19%) above 
pre-COVID levels.”
Kim Kinnaird, Director, Halifax Mortgages 

Source: Halifax August 2023
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YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

DETACHED 
£451,157

SEMI-DETACHED 
£279,059

TERRACED 
£234,373

FLAT / MAISONETTE 
£231,037

HOUSE PRICE INDEX (JUNE 2023) 150.8

AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE £287,546

MONTHLY CHANGE   0.7%

ANNUAL CHANGE 1.7%

 � Average house prices in the UK 
increased by 1.7% in the year 
to June 2023

 � On a non-seasonally adjusted basis, 
average UK house prices increased 
by 0.7% between May 2023 and 
June 2023

 � The average price in London was 
£527,979.

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE BY 
PROPERTY TYPE – JUNE 2023

 
HOUSING MARKET OUTLOOK
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